Try
git-annex

Like
that for data
please?

git clone git://anything
git pull
git push public
# send a pull request

Basic functionality
Web-interface
Debian APT repository
Publishing
Public releases
Data re-use/sharing surveys

DataLad data distribution

OpenfMRI
XNAT, HCP
NITRC
CRCNS.org
COINS
INDI (FCP, etc.)
N-CANDA

Federation of datasets

Refactoring/Modularization
Generation of meta-information
Centralized authentication management
Enhancements (branches, publishing, etc.)

datalad crawl

Git-annex downloaders plug-in API
Centralized configuration
Referencing tarball contents
Improved cost management

Git-annex middleware

PROJECT YEAR QUARTERS:
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When DataLad?

Use lean, locally installed
dataset handles to obtain
selected datasets with data
content directly from original
data providers (e.g. from S3
AWS storage, HTTP, XNAT,
archives, etc.): same front
interface, dedicated
authentication and access
mechanisms behind

install
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packages
http://dataprotocols.org/data-

Collate available datasets
into a collection: data
distribution and provide
sufficient meta-information for
efficient search and discovery.
See

init
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10% complete
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95% complete
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S3
openfmri
ds113/
README
sub001/
BOLD/
task001_run001/
bold.nii.gz

P
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SSH

labser
ver
#1
Prope
rty of
Unive
rsity

SfN 2014
Visit us
at booth
#3419

.

.net
apt-get install \
openfmri-ds11{2,3}

http://

Bonus: Integrate

Send a pull-request!

Publish individual or
collections of updated dataset
handles to a service like
GitHub while copying file
content to a lab webserver
(URL gets registered in the
dataset handle) to make it
publicly accessible.

publish

* http://zeruch.deviantart.com
(Joey's picture)
* OpenClipart.org contributors

* Linus Torvalds and Git team
* Joey Hess (Git-annex)
* NSF grant #1429999

DataLad

add
Add new or derived data:
it will be checksummed,
versioned, and you would
never loose track of it ever
again.
Since it is a git repository
after all -- you can also add
your scripts, documentation,
etc. as well.

Acknowledgements!

Git content

Data
producer

datalad publish --content-to=labserver \
github/user1

Data content

datalad add bold_ﬁlt.nii.gz

HTTP

openfmri--ds112
openfmri--ds113
.git/annex
README
.datasethandle.json
sub001/
BOLD/
task001_run001/
bold.nii.gz
bold_ﬁlt.nii.gz

$HOME/.datalad
.git/
remotes/
datalad.org
.datasethandles.json
.datasethandles.json

datalad install --download \
openfmri/ds11{2,3}

datalad.org
.git/
.datasethandles.json

openfmri--ds113+2-ﬁlt
.git/annex
.datasethandles.json

github.com/user1

Content reference

openfmri/ds113
.git/
.datasethandle.json
README
sub001/
BOLD/
task001_run001/
bold.nii.gz
bold_ﬁlt.nii.gz

$HOME

openfmri--ds112
openfmri--ds113
.git/annex
README
.datasethandle.json
sub001/
BOLD/
task001_run001/
bold.nii.gz

Dataset handles

2016
6

HTTP

github.com/datalad

ds113:
sub001:
BOLD:
task001_run001:
bold.nii.gz
ds112:
...

ds112:
ds113:
ds113_raw_6.tgz
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* Git-inspired folks

apt-get install anything
apt-get upgrade

* Linux distros

What about software?

* Data "upgrades"
1. Read news
2. goto 1
* Data "sharing"
(I have heard about
Upload button(s))

2. Extract

1. Automate data access
and possibly scraping of
meta-information from data
portals, such as
- CRCNS.org
- OpenfMRI
- HumanConnectome
- ... anything else worthwhile
from XNAT, S3, COINS, ...
2. Store acquired data pointers
under control Git/Git-annex

crawl

What DataLad?

XNAT

* Data "Installation":
1. Go to website(s) and

l
a

HTT
S3

How could I get data?
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Data Hosting
Data distribution
Data user

HTTP
SSH
GIT
FILE

HTTP
SSH
GIT

Server or
cloud storage
Git repository
hosting (GitHub)
Local
workstattion
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be "standar

Add your
words of
wisdom
here

git clone \
http://psydata.ovgu.de/forrest_gump/.git

Try git-annex

Add your
words of
wisdom
here

Add your
words of
wisdom
here

- version you
r
- dates in thdata!
- S3 bucket e filenames
- or git-annexversioning
right away!
- upload your
public data h data to some
crcns.org, ope osting portal (e.g.
nfmri.org, etc
.)

think for
ward

d"
st
te
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- don't trus
your data!
- try to adhere to some
convention on file hierarchy,
e.g. of openfmri.org
- consider providing a dataset
descriptor

- try to collect as much detail
about your acquisition as
possible (sequence protocols,
DICOMs, associated QA
data, ...)

be anal

- analyze data in a layout
ready for sharing and
anonymizied (where possible)

eat your own...

- provision data sharing in
the constent forms
- decide on copyright/license

be legit

Take home messages
from DataLads
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